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Figure 1: Tangible Brush technique: (a) drawing selection shape; (b) tangible shape extrusion; and (c) selection result.
Abstract
We discuss spatial selection techniques for three-dimensional datasets. Such 3D spatial selection is fundamental to exploratory
data analysis. While 2D selection is efficient for datasets with explicit shapes and structures, it is less efficient for data without
such properties. We first propose a new taxonomy of 3D selection techniques, focusing on the amount of control the user has to
define the selection volume. We then describe the 3D spatial selection technique Tangible Brush, which gives manual control
over the final selection volume. It combines 2D touch with 6-DOF 3D tangible input to allow users to perform 3D selections in
volumetric data. We use touch input to draw a 2D lasso, extruding it to a 3D selection volume based on the motion of a tangible,
spatially-aware tablet. We describe our approach and present its quantitative and qualitative comparison to state-of-the-art
structure-dependent selection. Our results show that, in addition to being dataset-independent, Tangible Brush is more accurate
than existing dataset-dependent techniques, thus providing a trade-off between precision and effort.

1. Introduction
Many visualization systems rely on exploratory data visualization and analysis [Tuk77] for the examination of previously unknown data. Such exploratory visualization approaches inherently
rely on intuitive and effective interaction techniques that support
a flexible specification of data analysis tasks and their parameters [Joh04, Kee10]. Essential for such exploratory analysis is the
interactive selection of specific regions of interest [Wil96] to reveal
their interesting patterns, properties, or internal structures. 2D regions are usually defined using picking, brushing, or lassos—easily
achieved with a mouse/pen or on a touch† screen (both modalities
provide the needed 2 degrees of freedom, DOF) or, more recently,
by combining a brain-computer interface and gaze input [ÉAC∗ 16].
3Dl datasets, however, often require the specification of 3D volumetric data subsets; an interactive task that is not easily supported by
† Other approaches in the literature use the term tactile input (e. g.,
[BIAI17a, BIAI17b, HW78, PM03]) as a synonym for touch input.
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mouse or touch input for general volumes. Existing techniques focused on creating constrained selections with these input paradigms
(i. e., raycasting [AA09, OF03, FHZ96, GB06, LBGC07], automated
3D projection of 2D lassos [IMT99, YEII12, YEII16], and datadependent picking [WVFH12]). These techniques either rely on
contextual data analysis or pre-defined selection volumes and do
not allow users to freely create their selection volume. While these
interactive techniques are useful in many visualization contexts, they
are limited when regions need to be selected which are difficult to
define based on their structural or contextual features. These regions
would then be missed by algorithms that rely on such features.
The recent development of mobile, spatially-aware devices, however, makes tangible manipulations a possible solution to the limit
of 2 DOF touch input. We thus combine 2D touch input with 3D
mobile manipulation and create a free-form, context-independent
selection technique (Fig. 1). Our technique does not suffer from this
drawback: it relies solely on user input and is context-independent.
We use a Project Tango [Tan] tablet’s 3D-self-tracking and touch
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screen and use a hybrid interaction paradigm [BIAI17b]: touch input
specifies a 2D drawn shape and 3D tablet manipulations extend the
2D shape into 3D by “brushing” the 3D space with the 2D shape.
Such techniques are essential because all fully or partially automated
approaches use inherent data properties to facilitate a selection. A
specific technique that is efficient with a given dataset may thus
fail for another. Our approach thus complements existing automatic,
interactive, and context-aware 3D selection techniques with explicit
adjustments of the selection volume in a tangibly spatial manner.
Our contributions are threefold. First, we classify 3D selection
techniques based on input and shape control, and derive a design
space for context-free 3D selection techniques. Second, we propose
a new hybrid touch/tangible technique for 3D spatial selection using
a spatially-aware device to give users manual control of the 3D
selection volume they create. Third, we compare this new technique
to a state-of-the-art and structure-dependent technique. We report
and discuss quantitative and qualitative findings of this comparison.
2. Context and Related Work
The ability to interact with the data representation is an essential
feature of all visualization systems [Tuk77, Mun14] and has been
considered to be a crucial and a major challenge of the visualization
community for 3D representation from the 1960s [Sut66] to recent
days [Hib99, Rhe02,Joh04, TM04,Kee10,KI13, BCD∗ 18, WBG∗ 19].
We thus discuss related work within the field of 3D interaction
[Han97, JH13, Ise16, LKM∗ 17], where our work relates to 3D selection techniques and to hybrid input paradigms used in 3D exploratory data analysis.
2.1. 3D Object Selection in VR Environments
Many 3D object selection techniques in virtual environments rely
on 3D ray-casting [AA13]: a ray, cast from the user’s hand, selects
the first object it hits. It suffers from three major limitations. First,
the selected object may not be visible from the user’s view, while
no obstructions exist along the selection ray, leading to unintentional selections. This eye-hand visibility mismatch is tackled by
raycasting from the eye [AAT08], while other techniques such as the
selection based only on eye movements [CSD03,TJ00] circumvent it
entirely. Second, a desired object can be (partially) obscured by thirdparty objects, making first-hit-raycasting selection difficult. Some
variations address this issue too [OF03, GB06, VGC07]. Finally,
raycasting is often too imprecise to select distant/small objects. To
solve this, IntenSelect [DHKP05] uses a scoring system, while adaptive pointing [KGDR09] improves the precision of pointing devices.
Cone-selections [FHZ96,LG94,SP04,Ste06] can avoid the precision
issue: objects get selected if they are (partially) contained within the
cone. Several items can, however, be located within the cone, thus
making single-item selection difficult. To circumvent this, Schmidt
et al. [SBB∗ 06] investigated a probabilistic approach, while Olwal et
al. [OBF03] relied on statistical geometry to better capture the item
intended by the user. Other primitives [VGC07, WHB06, ZBM94]
are also used. As an alternative, Mine et al. [MBJS97] used handheld widgets (3D objects appearing in the user’s virtual hand), while
Poupyrev et al.’s Go-Go technique [PBWI96] interactively grow the
user’s virtual hand to reach distant objects.

All these approaches have been extensively used in VR environments to select a pre-defined shape or object in the environment.
They can be adapted for AR environments with varying performances [KOM∗ 03, LBGC07, OBF03]. However, some selection
tasks require specific, yet arbitrary, 3D selection as described next.

2.2. 3D Selection for Exploratory Data Analysis
Exploratory data analysis [Tuk77] is one such case where users may
want to focus on specific regions of interest (ROI) that are not necessarily predefined or distinct. The data is often unsegmented and
requires the user to perform a segmentation of the volume which is
complicated and time-consuming. Researchers thus proposed to manipulate specific volumes in the 3D space [ASM∗ 04,SAM∗ 05] (such
as a box) to specify the ROI but that can also include undesired objects since target region is usually not cuboidal [LBCW05a,YEII12].
For such datasets, some approaches rely on specific hardware.
For instance, Harders et al. [HWS02] use a 3D mouse with force
feedback to facilitate the segmentation of linear structures. Similarly,
Malmberg et al. [MVN06] use a haptic device and stereoscopic
rendering to allow users to draw 3D curves based on the 2D livewire method. This idea was improved with Spotlight [THA10] which
adds visual guidance to improve the quality of the segmentation. A
similar setup is used by Nystrom et al. [NMVB09]. Finally, Jackson
et al. [JLS∗ 13] use a rolled paper as a tangible prop to facilitate
selection of thin fiber structures. We also allow users to provide 3D
tangible input but we combine it with an initial touch input.
Other approaches such as Wiebel et al.’s [WVFH12] are based
on the data itself, the transfer function, and the way the volumetric
rendering is perceived by the user. However, these techniques heavily
rely on the ability to make sense of the data computationally which
limits their applications to specific goals. For the selection of specific
primitives beyond points, specific techniques exist. For instance, for
linear structures in neuroimaging, selections can be performed by
manipulating boxes or ellipsoid-shaped regions [ASM∗ 04,SAM∗ 05].
Akers et al. [Ake06] proposed to combine a trackball and a pen to
help neuroscientists mark 3D pathways in neural datasets.
For unsegmented data, image segmentation can be used to infer
the intended 3D subsets within the data [CSSM06,ONI05,YZNC05].
Volume Catcher [ONI05], e. g., avoids the initial phase of manually segmenting the volume. Users trace the target’s contour with
a 2D free-form stroke, and a segmentation algorithm run by the
system returns a corresponding ROI. In other words, 2D user input is algorithmically extrapolated into 3D. This approach was followed by others [CSSM06, YZNC05] and improved by Yuan et
al. [YZNC05] to alleviate the user’s commitment when sketching.
Context-aware and structure-aware techniques rely on a similar
concept. These techniques have been shown to be efficient for 2D
datasets [DS08, DS09] using the perceptual grouping of objects.
The third dimension of most spatial datasets, however, increases
the complexity of the problem, since most input paradigms have
limited degrees of freedom [YEII16]. CloudLasso [YEII12] then
allowed users to create a 3D selection based on 2D lasso input then
extended into 3D based on the density of particles within that lasso.
CloudLasso was extended by Shan et al. [SXL∗ 14] by analyzing the
different clusters created by CloudLasso and only selecting the one
© 2019 The Author(s)
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with the largest 2D projection. Later, three interactive context-aware
techniques (CAST) [YEII16] also selected a single connected component, two of which were based on the shape of the drawn lasso.
We also use a drawn lasso with our approach but, instead of algorithmically transforming the 2D shape into a selection volume, we allow
the user to specify the 3D selection volume directly by means of
tangible input (meaning that the visualization V , manipulation M ,
interaction I , and user U spaces are collapsed according to Bruckner et al.’s model of spatial interaction directness [BIRW19]).

3. Classification of 3D Selection Techniques
Several surveys have previously covered different taxonomies to
classify 3D selection techniques. All of them narrowly focus on the
selection of dedicated 3D objects or the selection of 3D volumes (or
regions of interest). While the techniques used for each of these two
purposes mare different, the abstract task is still 3D selection. Also,
the degree to which the final selection can be precisely influenced
or controlled by a user is rarely discussed in existing taxonomies.
In contrast, we are interested precisely in this aspect of control that
the user has for making the final selection. We thus expand existing
taxonomies to include both 3D object and 3D volume selection as
well as the user’s level of control over the final selection.

2.3. Combination of Touch and Tangible Interaction
3.1. Past Taxonomies of 3D Selection Techniques
The benefits and limitations of touch and tangible input highlighted
in the literature [BIAI17a, BRLD17, KSMC05, ZGO13] suggest that
they are complementary paradigms that can be combined. Previous
systems combining them are found in tangible additions to tabletops [AMR16,JGAK07,PBD∗ 16]. In particular for 3D visualization,
Sultanum et al. [SSSS11] created a table-based system for geologic
reservoir data. In their setup, props facilitate data read-outs and
parametrize a focus+context view, while touch specifies data navigation and dedicated exploration (splitting, peeling, . . . ). Linked
to our spatially-aware-device approach, Olwal and Feiner [OF09]
used a spatially-aware small display on a large tabletop. It was
tracked in 2D and showed a section of the data on the tabletop at a
higher resolution. Touch input was used on both devices. Lapides et
al. [LSSS06] used a 2D tablet on a height-adjustable surface to create
a 3D drawing board. We build on this idea to use a spatially-aware
display with touch input. These tabletop-based systems, however,
do not take full advantage of tangible physicality since they remain
on the tabletop. Only their 2D positions and orientation are used,
thus losing the rich 3D manipulations offered by physical devices.
In VR, some approaches [HG02, HGR03] combined isotonic and
isometric 6-DOF input to rotate and translate 3D scenes with a
pen-based tablet, to facilitate 2D selections. More related to 3D
visualization, Steimle et al. [SJM13] investigated the use of 6 DOF
spatially-aware tangible deformable surfaces to visualize slices of
3D volume/2D+time datasets. The use of touch/pen-based and 3D
pen-based input with such surfaces also have been investigated
for 3D visualization and interactions [STSD10, SBD12, SSFG98].
Lopez et al.’s [LODI16] investigated touch input on a mobile device
for 3D visualization, combining the mobile device’s monoscopic
view and a stereoscopic view of the data and including a tangible
interaction mode with the tablet’s orientation to control the data.
Also, Song et al. [SGF∗ 11] combined a monoscopic view with a
mobile device with touch input to place annotation lines into a 3D
dataset. The physicality of the interaction has also been exploited
for time-dependent data exploration by Sollich et al. [SvZP∗ 16].
Besançon et al. [BIAI17b] then evaluated a system combining touch
and tangible input with a spatially-aware tablet for 3D visualization.
Their techniques take advantage of both input modalities to improve
fluid dynamic researchers’ workflow. We base our technique on these
approaches to take advantage of both modalities for 3D selection,
using touch input to draw the 2D lasso and tangible manipulations
to extend this 2D shape into 3D, enabling true 3D spatial selection.
© 2019 The Author(s)
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Poupyrev and Ichikawa [PI99] focused on 3D object selection. They
distinguished techniques based on whether the manipulation was
exocentric or egocentric and then classified them based on the used
metaphor. This latter classification is useful as different metaphors
are needed in different settings or for different targets (raycasting is
good for object selection but not for, e. g., unsegmented data). Issartel et al. [IBG∗ 16] showed that exocentric and egocentric manipulations result in different performances depending on the visualized
scene (for manipulations of spatially-aware displays). The distinction between egocentric and exocentric techniques can also be used
to assess if a technique works in AR [LBGC07]. This taxonomy is
important: it distinguishes techniques based both on their employed
metaphor and on user’s input which we believe is essential.
Later, Bowman et al. [BJH01] considered feedback, confirmation
mechanism, and object indication as criteria to classify 3D selection
techniques. While these criteria are important, Bowman et al.’s
taxonomy does not include a classification of the inherent selection
mechanism. Moreover, it introduces some redundancy because the
choice of feedback is coupled to the object indication. More recently,
Argelaguet and Andujar [AA13] provided a comprehensive survey
and thorough classification of 3D selection techniques for virtual
environments, basing their classification on the selection tool, the
degrees of freedom, DOF of the selection tool manipulation, the
employed disambiguation mechanism, the control-display ratio, and
the relationship between motor and visual space. Their classification
centered around the technique and its characteristics and focused on
3D selection techniques for dedicated objects. In our classification,
however, we also include selection techniques that facilitate the
specification of 3D selection volumes/regions of interest that thus
are also applicable to volumetric data or particle datasets. Such
forms of selection are important, in particular, in exploratory data
analysis selection techniques such as those discussed in Sect. 2.
Surveys that focus on selecting ROIs—to the best of our
knowledge—cover the topic of image/volume segmentation. Fu
and Mui [FM81] distinguished between characteristic feature thresholding, edge detection, and region extraction. Haralick and Hapiro
[HS85] differentiated between measurement space, space-guided
spatial clustering, etc. Later, Khan [Kha13] distinguished between
edge-based, PDE-based, region-based, etc. approaches. However,
most segmentation techniques do not rely on user input and, hence,
differ from the 3D spatial selection scenario on which we focus.
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Table 1: Adjusted taxonomy (new parts in bold) based on Argelaguet
and Andujar’s [AA13] classification of 3D selection techniques.
criterion

description

selection metaphor/tool
selection control DOF
disambiguation mechanism
motor/visual space relation

ray, cone, brush, lasso, . . .
refined in selection tool control below
not linked to control or input
not linked to control or input

target selection type
selection shape creation

∈ [AA13] ∈ [PI99]

dedicated objects vs. ROIs
parameter-based, semi-automatic, usercontrolled
selection shape adjustments impossible, automatic, manual
selection tool control
selection tool DOF, input device DOF,
and CD ratio

3
3
3
3

3
7
7
7

7
7

7
7

7
•

7
7

3.2. An Extended Taxonomy Focusing on User Control
This classification focuses on the amount of control a user has to
define the final selection. While Argelaguet and Andujar [AA13]
put some emphasis on input strategies with their taxonomy and, in
particular, included the DOF of the selection tool (Table 1), we go
beyond this approach as we include criteria that define whether the
user or an algorithm is in control of the different steps involved in
the selection mechanism. This way we can distinguish between a
technique that gives little to no control to the user and another which
is essentially built on the user input. It is then easier to determine
whether a technique can easily adapt to new kinds of datasets or
regions/objects of interest. We thus extend Argelaguet and Andujar’s
classification [AA13] by subdividing their selection control DOF
criterion and adding others as shown in Table 1. To simplify, we also
removed two further criteria because they had no relation with the
user’s input and control of the technique but rather deal with the mismatch between visual and motor space or how multiple selections
were disambiguated (but these two aspects could again be included).
We describe next the criteria that we use in our classification.
Selection Metaphor. Past taxonomies [PI99, AA13] used this
criterion to specify the desired selection. A ray metaphor, e. g.,
computes the intersection with scene objects to highlight the currently selected object [AA13]. Similarly, the intersection of the box
with volume data can be computed to obtain a selection of the data
(e. g., [BF07, CMB∗ 14]). The metaphor is an important criterion: it
affects the control (e. g., w.r.t. the available DOF) of users over the
interaction. It also dictates, in most cases, the final selection shape.
Target Selection Type. Previous taxonomies only investigated
either dedicated object selection or ROI-based selection (Sect. 3.1).
We cover both types with our taxonomy, thus add this criterion as a
primary classification criterion. Specifically, we distinguish between
single-object, multiple-object, and ROI-based selection.
Selection Shape Creation. ROI-based selections require the
specification of a region. Simple approaches adjust pre-defined
geometric shapes (e. g., [BF07, ASM∗ 04, SAM∗ 05, ZBM94]) to
give quick selections, but with limited control over the result. Hybrid approaches rely on user input (e. g., 2D drawings on a projection of the 3D data) and the data/view context (e. g., lassobased [CSSM06, LBCW05b, ONI05, YEII12, YEII16, YZNC05]).
Such techniques provide more control over the result but require
more input to specify the selection. Finally, the highest level of
control would rely purely on (3D) user input, without any system

assistance to control parts of the selection process. To the best of our
knowledge, no existing technique so far relies solely on user input
to define the selection volume—but our new selection technique
falls into this category. Even the 3D Lasso technique [ZCL08] only
computes which tracts of interests are within the 3D-drawn lasso.
Similarly, the 3D live-wire technique [MVN06] rather creates the
volume that connects the two user-created 2D shapes.
Selection Shape Adjustments. Once the selection has been specified, users may still want to adjust it. As part of the core selection,
there is either no post-creation control at all, automatic system-based
control, or user-based control. For ray-casting or cone-casting, e. g.,
there is generally no control over the ray itself once the selection
has been made. Some techniques such as the flexible pointer [OF03],
however, employ user-controlled ray-bending to assist with the disambiguation of targets. Similarly, Aperture [FHZ96] uses a conecasting selection whose size (apex angle) can be manually adjusted.
We can also make this distinction for other techniques. The Silk
Cursor [ZBM94], e. g., uses a pre-defined shape whose size cannot
be adjusted. The Bubble cursor [VGC07] relies on a spherical selection tool that is dynamically and automatically extended to reach
objects close to its center. Aperture [FHZ96], in contrast, allows
users to dynamically control the size of the selection cone. Similarly,
context-aware techniques [YEII12, YEII16] allow users to adjust an
initially system-derived selection threshold.
Selection Tool Control. In their taxonomy, Argelaguet and Andujar [AA13] consider tool control as the way the “user is able
to control” the selection shape. They distinguish two aspects: the
selection tool DOF and the control-display ratio. We add another
factor: the input device DOF (that they briefly mention as affecting
the performance)—it is essential to understand the correspondence
between physical input and virtual selection operator.
Selection tool DOF: To alleviate the lack of control given to
the user on the volume selection creation, most techniques provide
the users with mechanisms to adjust the selection volume’s origin
and orientation. Techniques lacking such controls which do not
allow the users to create their own selection volume would have
a negative impact on the variety of possible selections. Similarly,
techniques that provide control over the origin of the selection tool
only [ZBM94] are necessarily more limiting than techniques also
providing orientation control [AAT08, FHZ96].
Input Device DOF: While the number of available DOF for the
control of selection tool is important, it is similarly important to
consider the DOF provided by the used input device. Having a mismatch between these two variables could lead to a bad performance.
On the one hand, having more input DOF than necessary could be
confusing for users as they do not see the changes provided by the
additional unused DOF [WTW∗ 05]. On the other hand, having less
DOF than necessary is also a problem as users can report being
confused by integrated manipulations [BIAI17a] or the interaction
requires excessive mode switching.
Control-display (CD) ratio: It determines the conversion of manipulations of the input devices into manipulations in the virtual
world. It is usually isomorphic (one-to-one mapping) but can take
other static values. Because 3D selection is based on 3D input, a
down-scaling CD ratio can lead to many user manipulations and
increase fatigue. Similarly, having an up-scaling CD ratio can lead to
© 2019 The Author(s)
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Table 2: Our taxonomy applied to a selection of techniques to illustrate the design space exploration of control.
technique

metaphor

target

shape creation

shape adjustement selection DOF

input DOF

CD control

Balloon Selection [DFK12]
Go-Go [PBWI96]
RayCasting [Min95]
Framing Hands [PFC∗ 97]
iSith [WBB06]
Flexible Pointer [OF03]
Silk Cursor [ZBM94]
Bubble Cursor [VGC07]
Aperture [FHZ96]
SQUAD [KBB11]
Senseshapes [OBF03]
Cylinder Selection [LBCW05a]
CloudLasso [YEII12]
CAST [YEII16]
Tangible Brush

sphere
hand avatar
ray
ray
ray
curved ray
box
sphere
cone
sphere + ray
cone/sphere/box
lasso
lasso
lasso
lasso + extrusion

object
object
object
object(s)
object
object
object
object
object
object
object
ROI
ROI
ROI
ROI / objects

no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
semi-autom., 2D input
semi-autom., 2D input
semi-autom., 2D input
manual

no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
no control
automated adjust.
manual size adjust.
automated adjust.
no control
no control
threshold adjust.
threshold adjust.
none

2 DOF
6 DOF
up to 6 DOF
6 DOF
12 DOF (2 hands)
12 DOF (2 hands)
6 DOF
6 DOF
6 DOF
6 DOF
6 DOF
2 DOF
2 DOF
2 DOF
up to 6 DOF

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
manual

imprecise selections of small targets [KBB11]. Dynamic CD ratios
address both issues. Argelaguet and Andujar [AA13] based their
classification on König et al.’s [KGDR09] distinction between CD
manual switching, target oriented CD, and velocity-oriented CD.
We argue here that a velocity-oriented technique still provides a
manual control of the CD ratio. We thus gather manual switching
and velocity-oriented techniques under the manual control of the CD
ratio. A further distinction can be made by distinguishing between
explicit manual control (setting a value with a slider, buttons, or
using specific gestures [VB05]) and implicit manual control (e. g.,
velocity-based [KGDR09] or pressure-based [BAI17]).
3.3. Taxonomy Classification of Existing Approaches
We can now classify classic 3D selection techniques with our taxonomy (Table 2). Ray Casting [Min95] uses the ray metaphor to
select objects. This metaphor does not involve any shape creation so
users don’t need to control or adjust it. Classical implementations
of Ray Casting rely on hand or eye tracking and uses up to 6 DOF
but the users controls 5 DOF for the selection (3 for translations and
2 for rotations) with no need for a CD ratio control. Cylinder Selection [LBCW05a] uses a lasso to specify ROIs. Users partially control
the volume creation as the computer generates a volume based on
the user’s 2D lasso. This technique usually does not let users modify
the initial shape or the generated volume. User input relies on 2 DOF
and so does the selection. The list of techniques described by our
extended taxonomy in Table 2 is by no means exhaustive. However,
we have carefully chosen techniques that represent each specific
selection metaphor and their commonly envisioned alternatives.
We note that our taxonomy does not suggest that more control
over the shape/volume creation leads to better technique. Indeed,
one can quickly notice that context-dependent selection with semiautomatic shape creation would not fare well in VR where techniques usually target whole objects, while Ray Casting would perform poorly for particle data selection. Our taxonomy highlights
two things, however. First, different tasks and environments call
for different levels of control over the shape creation. Second, a
manual shape creation technique has not yet been explored, while it
could be useful in scientific visualization which sometimes requires
specific yet arbitrary (i. e., no automatically identifiable features or
© 2019 The Author(s)
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3 DOF
3 DOF
5 DOF (trans.: 3, rot.: 2)
5 DOF
5 DOF
10 DOF
3 DOF
6 DOF
5 DOF (trans.: 2, rot.: 3)
5 DOF
5 DOF
2 DOF
2 DOF
2 DOF
up to 6 DOF

properties) 3D selections. We propose to fill this gap with our new
manual selection technique, Tangible Brush (last row in Table 2 and
Sect. 4) in order to address this need of scientific visualization to
select specific yet arbitrarily shaped volumes.
4. Tangible Selection Brush
We are inspired by the Tablet Freehand Lasso [Luc05, LBCW05a]
which allows users to draw a lasso on a 2D data projection, which is
extruded as a generalized cone into 3D data space. We rely, however,
on both touch and tangible inputs, thus use a hybrid tactile/tangible paradigm. While such hybrid techniques were shown to be
efficient for data exploration, manipulation, and annotation [SGF∗ 11,
BIAI17b], we focus on the more sophisticated task of 3D spatial
selection. We hence use a similar setup but design the interaction to
serve the needs of 3D selection. Specifically, we ask users to draw a
2D brush on the tangible device that they then extend into 3D space
by physically moving the device. In contrast to existing techniques
for 3D selection, we thus give users full interactive control of the
final selection volume, without algorithmic extrapolation.
4.1. Overall Interaction Design
Similar to the mentioned previous approaches, we start by asking
users to draw a closed shape on the mobile device with respect to
the displayed 2D projection of the data. To create closed strokes, we
compute the Euclidean distance between start and end point and—if
this distance is smaller than 0.2 (device screen units whose length is
2)—we connect the start and end points with a straight line. If this is
not possible we remove the drawn path so that users can start anew.
In contrast to sketch-based modeling (e. g., [IMT99]) or contextaware selection [SXL∗ 14, YEII12, YEII16], we facilitate the 3D
extension of the 2D shape in an entirely user-controlled fashion by
linking the drawn 2D brush (lasso) to the tablet’s physical location.
Users move the brush through the volumetric data by physically
manipulating the tablet in 3D. During the user-controlled selection
phase, we thus record all positions/orientations of the brush at each
sample to compute a selection volume and to apply it to the data.
While users can control all 6 DOF of their tangible tablet (3 transl.,
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a stationary large display (Fig. 3). All interactions are performed on
the mobile device, including the drawing of the 2D selection brushes
and the tangible movement of the selection brush through the 3D
data space. The stationary device shows a high-resolution view of
the dataset as a frame of reference for the interaction. Both devices
display 2D projections of the 3D data—the larger stationary display
from a static vantage point and the mobile device based on its 3D
location and orientation. The more expensive computations i. e., the
3D selection volume creation and its application to the dataset are
carried out on the PC that also drives the stationary display.

Figure 2: Tablet interface to control the selection.

Figure 3: The tablet being used together with the synchronized
split-screen view that is shown on a separate, large display.
3 rot.) to extrude the 2D shape, this fully-integrated manipulation
may be difficult to achieve for some users or may want to consider
manipulations only along a single axis. We thus allow users to
constrain their (virtual) movements when moving the brush to along
the tablet’s normal axis (by clicking a button on the tablet; Fig. 2).
4.2. Selection Computation
We apply a regular grid to the 2D space of the tablet’s surface with
an adjustable resolution (we used 200 × 200). We then use the drawn
lasso shape to mark cells as inside or outside the selection brush. For
each sampled position/orientation of the tablet during the selection
interaction, we derive the position of the Boolean grid within the
data and connect two consecutive grid arrangements. We then use the
resulting 3D grid slice to carry out the selection operation: either we
select/deselect 3D particles directly or we manipulate a 3D regular
selection data structure (i. e., a discretized 3D selection volume).
While most 3D selection techniques rely on simple selection
shapes, some make use of progressive refinement strategies to improve the precision of the final 3D volume (e. g., [BKB13, EDF08,
KBB11, YEII12, YEII16]). We use a similar approach based on
Boolean operations, either adding to (OR), intersecting with (AND),
or subtracting from the previous selection (AND NOT). We then
use the resulting selection volume to process both volumetric data
and particle clouds. We update the selection dynamically with each
new sample to give users immediate feedback on their input.
4.3. Setup and User Interface
As in previous work [BIAI17b, LODI16, SvZP∗ 16, SGF∗ 11], we
combine (a) a spatially-aware mobile device with touch input and (b)

On the tablet interface (Fig. 2), menus (top) allow users to load
datasets and change general view settings. A toggle button (right)
controls whether selection extrusion uses all 6 DOF of the tangible
interaction or whether it is constrained to the tablet’s normal axis. A
slider (right) reflects the current CD factor obtained from pressure
sensors on the tablet’s back, similar to Besançon et al.’s [BAI17]
design. In addition, we added a classical slider-based control of
the CD factor. In addition to isomorphic mappings, users can thus
also be either more precise in their interactions or can cover larger
space ranges using a single motion, with the slider always providing
the visual feedback recommended for pressure-based input [CIS07,
HW78, WSB10]. Users can switch between view manipulation and
selection mode using another toggle button (bottom left). A final set
of toggle buttons (left) control the Boolean operations. In addition
to these system-controlled states, a user-controlled button (red, left)
starts or stops the tangible manipulations of either the view or the
selection extrusion during the interaction. The tangible manipulation
of the tablet is interpreted in such a way that, during normal handling
of the tablet, the data retains its location with respect to the tablet and
thus appears to be attached to it. Only during active manipulation,
the tablet is relocated with respect to the dataset.
The projection of the data in the center of the tablet provides both
visual feedback and a canvas for the drawing of the 2D selection
brush. An orthographic projection of the data allows users to relate
the drawn 2D shape to the visible features of the data. While this
projection lacks perspective depth clues, data features do not shrink
or grow w.r.t. the drawn brush due to perspective foreshortening
during the selection extrusion when the tangible device is moved
through the dataset. This physical motion is also reflected in the data
view (while either the data manipulation or the selection is actively
engaged by the user) because the tablet is interpreted as a cutting
plane, thus adding perceptual depth cues through the interaction.
Moreover, the separate display shows two synchronized data
views (Fig. 3) using perspective projection. In this split-screen arrangement, the left view represents the data as it is shown on the
tablet—the display acts as a physical representation of the tablet
position w.r.t. the projected data. On the right, we show a view rotated by 45° around the vertical y-axis (based on pilot tests) from
the left view. It also shows a representation of the tablet (which
remains at the same screen-space location all the time) and the 2D
selection brush within the data space. We also interpret this tabletspecific plane as a cutting plane such that the data between tablet
and viewer is removed. This arrangement gives a good impression
of the location of the data w.r.t. the tablet to steer the selection input.
© 2019 The Author(s)
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4.4. Implementation and Performance

5. Controlled Experiment

Our system is modular: the tablet runs a native Android app and the
PC a separate Linux-based software. Both use VTK (VTK 6.0 on
tablet, VTK 6.3 on PC), and render the data using OpenGL (OpenGL
ES 2.0 on the tablet, OpenGL 3.0 on the PC) and shaders (GLSL
1.0 on the tablet, GLSL 1.3 on Linux). The tablet communicates
with the PC over UDP (via Wifi). It sends status updates that allow
the PC application to adjust its view and compute the selection. The
communication lag was largely negligible in all our experiments.

To understand how this manual control compares to structuredependent selection techniques, we compared our approach with an
existing state-of-the-art technique in a controlled experiment.

We compute the selection on the PC and highlight the selection
result depending on the data type. For particle data, we render the
particles in a lighter shade of their initial color. For other data we
show a semi-transparent selection volume. While not implemented,
we envision to directly adjust the transfer function of volumetric
datasets to show the selected voxels. Our rendering performance on
both the tablet and the desktop was approx. 60 fps, independent of
the size and characteristics of the different datasets. Only for large
selections (brushes that take approx. 3/4 of the actual tablet size),
the selection processing on the PC led to the view on the stationary
display to somewhat lag behind during extrusion. A multi-threaded
implementation of the PC application would address this issue.

4.5. Classification
Let us now revisit our taxonomy from Sect. 3 with respect to Tangible Brush. As a selection metaphor/tool we obviously use a combination of brush-based selection and 2D lasso. Our target selection type
is based on ROIs because we extrude the 2D brush into 3D space.
With only a few modifications, however, we could also easily apply
the Tangible Brush to dedicated object selection (i. e., the objects
touched during the extrusion interaction). In contrast to existing
techniques that always rely on some form of automated computation
for their selection shape, Tangible Brush solely relies on user input
to define the selection volume. Since users already have manual
control over the created final selection volume with Tangible Brush,
the technique does not need any post-interaction selection shape
adjustments that are required for most techniques that rely on an
automated process. We could, however, add such an adjustment
later-on as suggested by the participants of our study (see Sect. 6).
We also do not need any technique to adjust the selection volume’s
origin and orientation that most techniques provide because our
technique is already flexible in its selection volume creation.
To provide selection tool control, our technique relies on 2 DOF
to draw the lasso using regular single-finger touch input as well
as either movements only along the tablet’s normal axis (1 DOF)
or the full 6 DOF of the spatially-aware device, depending on the
user’s preference or the requirements of the dataset. Finally, we
provide manual CD ratio control based on 1 DOF pressure input.
With Tangible Brush we thus provide a manual and structure-independent selection that has not yet, to the best of our knowledge,
been explored and which can be used in a variety of application
scenarios. It works with virtually any type of 3D data, without
relying on internal structures to produce a good selection.
© 2019 The Author(s)
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5.1. Structure-Dependent Selection Technique
Among the related work covered in Sect. 2, a number of techniques drew our attention. More specifically, all techniques that
are based on a drawn 2D lasso were potential candidates for a comparison (i. e., [CSSM06,MVN06,ONI05,SXL∗ 14,YEII12,YEII16]).
We chose the SpaceCast approach from the CAST selection techniques [YEII16] because SpaceCast is a semi-automatic structuredependent technique. Like all CAST techniques SpaceCast selects
only a single connected component, but specifically constrains the
selection to the drawn lasso shape (similar to our technique), and
had already been compared to the other CAST selections, to cylinder/cone selection [Luc05,LBCW05a], and to CloudLasso [YEII12].
As such, using our results, a reader can extrapolate how our technique performs w.r.t. CloudLasso, or to other CAST techniques
or even selections based on cylinders/cones which were found to
be outperformed by CAST techniques but can be considered as a
baseline for studies in other contexts. A final reason for our choice
was that both SpaceCast and our technique do not require complex
setups (e. g., a CAVE) and are thus more likely to be adopted by
domain experts than ones that rely on a complex setup [Bes17]. For
a fair comparison, we allowed participants to adjust the threshold
used by SpaceCast. While our general prototype allows users to
adjust the CD ratio with a slider or pressure sensors (Sect. 4.3),
we deactivated this input in our controlled experiment to remove
possible confounds. Moreover, the datasets were not heterogeneous
enough that participants would have needed this control.
5.2. Hypotheses
Based on our general experience with spatial selection and our pilot
studies, we formulated the following hypotheses:
H1 Since SpaceCast was explicitly designed with density-based
selection in particle datasets in mind, its accuracy will be better
than that of Tangible Brush for datasets where the target can
be identified based on density. If the target cannot be identified
based on particle density, Tangible Brush will be more accurate.
H2 SpaceCast is partially automated and only requires a 2D lasso
as an input, so it will be generally faster to use than our Tangible
Brush that also needs the tangible motion of the tablet in space.
H3 Technique preference will depend on the dataset characteristics:
for simple shapes that can easily be identified based on particle
density participants will prefer SpaceCast, for other datasets
where this identification of selection target based on particle
density is not possible participants will prefer Tangible Brush.
5.3. Apparatus and Datasets
We used a 7” Google Tango tablet (“Yellowstone,” 1920 × 1200 resolution, 323 ppi, 370 g) and a 55” (139.7 cm diagonal, 3840 × 2160
resolution, 79 ppi) static vertical screen, mounted at shoulder height.
The latter used a PQLabs overlay to capture touch input. It served as
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the study’s purpose. Each participant performed selections using
both techniques on D1–D4. We introduced each technique and then
provided a training phase on four simple 3D shapes. We explained
to participants that they could adjust the threshold of the selection
of SpaceCast and that Tangible Brush was initially programmed
to be depth-constrained but could that they could also perform
unconstrained extrusions. Then, we asked them to achieve selection
on datasets D1–D4. We repeated each task three times, each time
from a different starting angle. Before each task, participants could
freely explore the dataset to understand its structure and the targets.
After that, we asked them to select as fast and accurately as possible.
We did not stress any factor more than the other (mirroring Yu et
al.’s [YEII16] study). We also mentioned that a perfect selection
was generally impossible to avoid overly long interaction times.

Figure 4: Datasets from our study; particles to be selected are red.
the primary input/output screen for the structure-dependent SpaceCast and as a secondary synchronized screen for Tangible Brush. For
the latter, we captured input on the tablet, and restricted elaborate
computations to the main PC (to save battery power and increase
performance). We used the four particle datasets shown in Fig. 4:
D1 Simple shapes (Fig. 4(a)): two simple shapes, a cylinder and a
cube, having a higher density than the noise around them.
D2 Shell & ring (Fig. 4(b)): ring, sphere, half-ball surrounded by a
semi-spherical shell of interfering particles (all same density).
D3 Pipe (Fig. 4(c)): target cylinder encapsulated in a larger cylinder
(both same density).
D4 Simulation (Fig. 4(d)): simulation of two colliding galaxies with
varying densities, the target was one of the galaxies.
We designed D1 and D2 to be easy for SpaceCast. We made D2 to
be more problematic for Tangible Brush by closely placing the ball
and distractor shell, thus requiring a high precision. We designed D3
to be difficult for SpaceCast by using the same density for target and
distractors, requiring several Boolean operations. Last, we chose D4
as it is difficult for both techniques and representative of possible
real-world use cases that will make our results more generalizable.
5.4. Participants and Procedure
We recruited 16 unpaid participants (5 female; ages 21–53, mean =
25.8, med = 24.5, SD = 7.4, normal or corrected-to-normal vision).
11 had at least a university degree, while the other five had at most
an A-level equivalent. Nine were experienced with 3D manipulations through video games and all had extensive experience with
touch interaction, through the daily use of their smartphones. Three
participants had previously been exposed to tangible interaction
through their job, one of them on a daily basis. Other had no or very
little exposition to it. Three participants were left-handed.
We first gathered the participants’ demographics and explained

Overall, our within-subjects study design thus used 2 selection
techniques × 4 datasets × 3 repetitions = 24 trials per person. We
counter-balanced the technique and dataset sequences to avoid order
effects, the latter using a Williams design Latin square [Wil49] to
control how often a condition precedes and follows another. After
each technique, we asked participants to assess workload (using
NASA’s Task Load Index [TLX]) and fatigue. After all trials, we
asked them, for each dataset, what technique they preferred using
and why. We also recorded our participants’ observations/comments
based on thinking-aloud. One study session took approx. 75 min.
6. Results
We gathered a total of 384 trials (24 trials × 16 participants) for
analysis. Recent criticism of NHST to analyze experimental data
[Bak16, Cum14, DCH14, Dra16] and recent APA recommendations
[Van09], led us to report our results using estimation techniques
with effect sizes‡ and confidence intervals instead of p-values:§ We
interprete them as providing different strength of evidence about the
population mean [BD17,BD19,Cum14,Dra16,Gig04,Goo99,SH97].
Completion Time. We analyzed log-transformed measurements
to correct for positive skewness and present anti-logged results.¶
We show completion times in Fig. 5.k The confidence intervals in
Fig. 5(a) are not overlapping, providing strong evidence that SpaceCast is about twice as fast as Tangible Brush. There is also strong
evidence of SpaceCast being faster for all datasets (Fig. 5(b)), with
the difference being strongest for the second dataset for which it
is more than 2.5 times as fast. The effect is smaller for D3. We
also present the total number of selection steps performed per trial
(Fig. 5(c)). The small overlap of both confidence intervals suggests
that users created more selections with Tangible Brush.
Accuracy. Similar to Yu et al. [YEII12, YEII16], we computed
two accuracy scores, F1 and MCC. Both are based on three factors:
the number of true positives (rightfully selected particles, TP), false
positives (incorrectly selected particles, FP), and false negatives
(number of particles that should be selected but are not, FN). F1 is
‡ Effect size refers to the means we measured. We do not use standardized
effect sizes [Coe02]: reporting them is not always recommended [Bag09].
§ A p-value-approach reading of our results can still be infered [KA13].
¶ This approach is standard for data analysis processes such as ours [SL10].
k We present graphs individually per dataset in the additional material.
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computed as F1 = 2 · (P · R)/(P + R) with P = T P/(T P + FP) and
R = T P/(T P + FN). MCC also considers the number true negatives
(particles correctly omitted, TN) as
T P · T N − FP · FN
MCC = p
.
(T P + FP)(T P + FN)(T N + FP)(T N + FN)
We present these results in Fig. 6. For F1, 1 indicates a perfect performance and 0 the worst possible performance, while MCC results
range from −1 (worst performance) to 1 (perfect performance). Both
techniques obtained good MCC (Tangible Brush: 0.95, SpaceCast:
0.92) and F1 (Tangible Brush:0.91,SpaceCast: 0.86) scores. Both
scores (Fig. 6(a) and (b), resp.) show strong evidence for Tangible
Brush being more accurate. Yet, both figures also show that only a
small effect for the accuracy difference between both techniques.
Workload. We gathered workload measurements with a RawTLX (equally well suited as a regular TLX [Har06]), presented
in Fig. 7. Our data shows no evidence of a difference between
SpaceCast and Tangible Brush for physical demand (Fig. 7(b)),
perceived performance (Fig. 7(e)), or frustration (Fig. 7(f)). There
is clear evidence, however, that the mental demand is higher for
Tangible Brush (Fig. 7(a)) and weak evidence that effort is higher
for Tangible Brush Fig. 7(d)). Consequently, Fig. 7(g) displays a
higher total workload for Tangible Brush.
Fatigue. We present the overall fatigue measurements and their
sub-aspects in Fig. 8. The finger fatigue shown in Fig. 8(a) seems
to be higher for SpaceCast. The overlapping confidence intervals
© 2019 The Author(s)
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for hand fatigue (Fig. 8(b)), arm fatigue (Fig. 8(c)), shoulder fatigue
(Fig.1008(d)), and the total fatigue (Fig. 8(e)) suggest that we could
not find
100 evidence of a difference between the two techniques.
100
Preferences
and Qualitative Results. After each study, we
asked
100participants for their preferred technique per dataset (Fig. 9).
For the first dataset (D1), a slight preference exists for SpaceCast
(7 ×) over Tangible Brush (5 ×). For D2 which we had designed
to be easier for SpaceCast, SpaceCast was largely preferred by
participants (10 ×) over Tangible Brush (3 ×). For D3 which we
had designed to be easier for Tangible Brush, we expectedly saw
a strong advantage for Tangible Brush (11 ×) over SpaceCast (2 ×).
Finally, the preferences for D4, the galaxy simulation, exhibit a
slight preference for Tangible Brush (8 ×) over SpaceCast (6 ×).

Many participants (11 ×) stated that they wish they could draw
the lasso on the tablet more precisely. Five suggested to use a stylus,
five to allow zooming for drawing only, and one suggested both.
Six participants said that SpaceCast was “way easier for simple
shapes” or shapes with a homogeneous density. However, five others
reported that they did not understand why or how SpaceCast derived
the final selection volume for shapes along a varying density (with
D4 mainly). One even reported that he considered the technique to
be plainly “a pain” for D4. Two participants suggested to combine
SpaceCast and Tangible Brush to“use SpaceCast for simple shapes
or continuous densities,” and then to “adjust the selection for more
complicated cases with Tangible Brush.” Finally, while participants
were given the option to use the unconstrained 6DOF manipulations
for Tangible Brush, all used the initial depth-only manipulations.
7. Discussion
We discuss our most relevant and interesting findings next.
Completion Time. Our data provided strong evidence to support
hypothesis H2: SpaceCast was faster than Tangible Brush, for all
datasets. Of course, participants were generally less familiar with
tangible interaction than with touch input, causing at least a part of
the increased interaction times. Users are likely to get faster with the
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Tangible Brush as they would get more used to tangible interaction,
in the same the way they are now used to touch interaction. Furthermore, we noticed that most participants wasted time redrawing the
lasso shape several times for Tangible Brush because they were not
satisfied with their first few tries, mirroring qualitative feedback we
reported earlier (though we could not quantify this behavior). We
hypothesize that with zooming capabilities for the lasso drawing or
by providing stylus-based input, the completion time with Tangible
Brush would be shorter. We also observed more selection steps with
Tangible Brush which also explains the higher interaction times.
Reducing the number of selections with a greater expertise with
the technique could probably also yield better time performances.
For this reason, we believe that the time difference between the two
techniques could be, with training, much smaller. We note that no
participant reported that the techniques take too long to use or that
it became frustrating such that prevented them from using them.
Accuracy. Our results seem to provide strong evidence against
H1: Tangible Brush was more accurate than SpaceCast, overall and
for each dataset. Yet, while there is clear evidence for the better
performance of Tangible Brush, the effect is rather small. Both techniques exhibit a good performance, and are thus both well suited
for spatial selection. We note, however, that only D4 is representative of a complicated real-world scenario. Based on our study we
hypothesize that more complicated datasets would further decrease
SpaceCast’s accuracy (it only gives control over the x-/y-axes). Moreover, completion time differences between both techniques would
also shrink because users would spend more time with SpaceCast to
remove unwanted regions from their initial selection.
Trade-off between Accuracy and Completion Time. We saw
that Tangible Brush is more accurate than SpaceCast—one of the
most accurate state-of-the-art techniques. This comes at the cost of
completion time, although we discussed that the completion time of
Tangible Brush could be reduced. By combining a semi-automated
and a manual input, however, experts could have a tradeoff between
a short completion time and a high precision: they could use the
fast SpaceCast to select regions that are easy to derive from 2D
primitives, while using Tangible Brush for less obvious cases. Such
a solution can be useful for complex datasets and selections that
cannot solely be based on one technique. We envision multiple
combinations. First, simple shapes or data-dependent selection could
be achieved by a CAST technique, while Tangible Brush would be
used to handle complex and data-independent selections. We also
envision that Tangible Brush can be modified to include a data-dependent strategy to assist the drawing of the lasso (e. g., based on
active contours [KWT88]), keeping the manual extrusion. Such a
combination would reduce the need for accurately drawing the lasso.
Extrusion in Constrained Mode. During the experiment, we
observed that all participants used the tablet in the constrained mode
(i. e., using only 1 DOF). They mainly rotated and placed the data
in the correct extrusion axis, drew the lasso, and then extruded
the selection shape. The constrained mode appears to be obviously
effective for datasets D1, D2, and D3 since participants can see all
the particles of interest using one axis. An exception may be D3 with
the sphere, but participants approximated this case to a cylinder. We
did not expect constrained mode to be used for D4; yet participants
still did not use unconstrained mode and instead use a lot of time

to place the tablet w.r.t. the dataset, before starting any selection.
Even if our interface gives manual control regarding the selection,
future research may focus on where and when unconstrained mode
is useful by, e. g., starting with bend or curving features.
Workload. Our workload results are surprising: we expected
Tangible Brush not to require much mental demand, but our data
seem to highlight that it requires more than SpaceCast. This can be
explained by the fact that tangible interaction is not yet, contrary
to touch input, widely adopted, as we noted before. Moreover, the
mismatch between input and output space for Tangible Brush may
similarly contribute to a high mental demand: while Tangible Brush
is moved through 3D space during the selection extrusion, participants could only observe the effects on the projected 2D view of
the dataset. We saw that some participants struggled when attempting even simple dataset rotations with the tangible tablet, further
supporting this interpretation.
Fatigue. The fatigue results were, overall, similar for both techniques. While arm/shoulder pain is surprising for SpaceCast, it was
caused by the position that our setup enforced as nine participants
remarked: standing and lifting up the arms to interact. Even though
the fatigue results are high, no participant reported that it was unbearable or that they had to take a break during the experiment. Both
techniques can thus be used without worrying about fatigue.
Comparison to Other Techniques. We compared Tangible
Brush to SpaceCAST because it is also a lasso-based technique
(Sect. 5.1). It is structure-dependent and has been compared to other
techniques that are considered as baselines for other studies (such
as cylinder selections or CloudLasso) [YEII16]. SpaceCAST was
shown to be approximately three times as fast as Cylinder-based
selection and approximately twice as fast as CloudLasso [YEII12]
(for some datasets) while providing at least similar accuracy. Given
our previously discussed results, we assume that Tangible Brush
would be faster than Cylinder selection, the baseline for many selection studies. Such inferences cannot be made, however, with
respect to CloudLasso as completion time for this technique are
dataset-dependent according to past studies [YEII16]. Concerning accuracy, SpaceCast is at least equally accurate as baseline
approaches [YEII16]. Our technique being slightly more precise
than SpaceCast and we thus deduct that Tangible Brush is very likely
to be more precise than Cylinder selection or CloudLasso.
Preferences and Suggested Improvements. Our results tend
to support hypothesis H3: participants tend to prefer SpaceCast
for datasets in which the selection can be easily obtained with
simple shapes or particle density (D1, D2). For complicated cases,
they prefer Tangible Brush strongly (D3) or slightly (D4). Three
participants said it was “nice to be able to control the selection
based on spatial input” and that it was “helpful particularly for the
galaxy dataset [D4] and the cylinder dataset [D3].” Moreover, no
participant favored a single technique for all datasets, reinforcing the
suggestion by two participants to combine both techniques. While
Tangible Brush is already a hybrid technique, a combination of a
partially automated with a manual approach would allow users to
pick the technique depending on the dataset and the selection target.
Participants also suggested several improvements. Currently,
users extrude the 2D shape with any tablet motion. One participant
suggested to consider backward moves to cancel previous selections.
© 2019 The Author(s)
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He considered going backward was a way to deselect, as if doing
“Ctrl+Z.” This is an interesting idea that would enable physical undo
operations and that could be explored within tangible systems. When
a dataset is loaded, we also currently compute a dataset-dependent
scale factor on the tablet to show the whole dataset as large as possible without touching the borders of the screen. This may negatively
affect one’s ability to select small sections of the dataset, and five
participants suggested to use zooming operations (for drawing purposes). We could combine this zoom with stylus input to further
improve accuracy when drawing by avoiding the fat-finger issue.
Limitations. Despite our careful experimental design, some limitations should be mentioned. First, the tablet screen was much
smaller than the screen on which we recorded SpaceCast’s input,
leading to precision issues when drawing the lasso with Tangible
Brush as highlighted by participants. A larger screen would probably lead to better results especially for the task completion time
but would have made the tablet handling more difficult. The zoom
suggested by participants may be a better solution. We also did
not recruit experts who are used to selecting ROIs—they may have
used different strategies for both interaction techniques. Indeed, our
participants sometimes failed to see possible Boolean strategies that
would have helped them, which most experts would probably have
used. Participant preferences may also have been biased by the novelty effect of tangible interaction. Yet, to avoid this issue we were
careful to ask for participants’ preferences per dataset, trying to get
them to focus on the benefits of each technique rather than their
entertaining values. We also asked them to justify their preferences
and did not find any justification based on the enjoyment or novelty
of tangible interaction. We thus believe that the novelty effect of
tangible interaction had only little impact on our preference results.
Finally, the mentioned mismatch between output and input space
could be an issue for Tangible Brush. For SpaceCast and similar
techniques, in contrast, users see a 2D projection of the data and provide matching 2D input—even if the data arguably lives in 3D. To
avoid the space mismatch for Tangible Brush one could envision an
AR setup (e. g., Microsoft’s HoloLens [Hol]) or a stereoscopic data
projection on the large display: the stereoscopic data view would provide an ideal context for the tangible operations, thus linking output
and tangible input spaces. While the 2D lasso that provides the brush
would probably still require the tablet’s display to show a 2D projection (to avoid parallax issues [BS13, CHS∗ 15, VSB∗ 10, VSBH11]),
we want to explore such setups in the future to further examine the
potential of tangible interaction for exploring 3D visualizations.

8. Conclusion
We have further explored the design space of spatial selection for 3D
datasets, adding a structure-independent and manual selection to
the interaction spectrum for exploratory visualization as exemplified
by our technical contribution, Tangible Brush, which can be applied
to various types of 3D data (e. g., particle, volume, surface-based,
and linear). Our taxonomy of interactive data selection techniques
showed that new classification criteria were needed that describe
the control offered to users by several techniques. Filling a hole
that existed in the scope of data selection techniques, our Tangible
Brush—in contrast to past approaches—gives manual control to
the user performing a selection. Our experiment showed the poten© 2019 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum © 2019 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

tial of such a technique for 3D selection, highlighting its excellent
accuracy, in particular, in complicated cases where it was also the
preferred technique. Tangible brush provides a welcome trade-off
between accuracy and speed, that can be chosen depending on the
specific application case. Our study also highlighted the need for
several selection techniques/strategies in any practical visualization
application, depending at least on the dataset and the selection targets. Ultimately, it seems ideal that an application should provide
several different selection approaches from the entire spectrum
that cover different aspects of our taxonomy as we previously mentioned in Sect. 3.3 and Sect. 7. Ultimately, we envision it to be used
in tandem with context-dependent technique, with users selecting
the technique that is best suited for a given task at hand.
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